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Abstract. Let (X,9Jl,ß) be a finite measure space, T an invertible measure-

preserving transformation and v a positive measurable function. For p = 1 ,

we prove that the ergodic Hubert transform Hf(x) = lim,,_oo 52"_'f(T'x)

¡i exists a.e. for every / in Ll(vd/i) if and only if inf,>0v(r'x) > 0

a.e. We also solve the problem for 1 < p < 2. In this case the condition

is supfc>i k~l ^2 ~ v~i/<-p~i'>(T'x) < oo a.e. If the transformation T is

ergodic, the characterizing conditions become that \/veL°° and v-|/(p-i) €

Ll[fi), respectively. These characterizations, together with some recent results,

give, for 1 < p < 2, that Hf(x) exists a.e. for every / in Lp(vdß) if and

only if the sequence of the Césàro-averages k~ x(f(x) + f(Tx) + .../( Tk~[x))

converge a.e. for every / in Lp(vdß). This equivalence has recently been

obtained by Jajte for a unitary operator, not necessarily positive, acting on l? .

1. Introduction

Let (X, SDÎ, ß) be a er-finite measure space and let T be an invertible mea-

sure preserving transformation from X into itself. We consider the ergodic

Hubert transform, associated to T, defined by

(1.1) Hf(x)= lim y //(7! X) ,

i=—n

where f denotes a measurable function and the prime denotes omission of the

Oth term.

In [1], Cotlar shows that if fl(X) = 1 , then, the ergodic Hubert transform

of each function f € L (/z) exists almost everywhere. The above also remains

true when ß{X) = oo. (For a simple proof see [8]).

Our aim in this paper is to characterize those positive measurable functions v

for which there exists Hf, in the pointwise sense, for every / e Lp{vdp), 1 <

p < 00.
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In the case p — 1 and ß(X) < oo, we prove that the characterizing con-

dition is given by mf¡>0v(T'x) > 0 a.e., which is equivalent, in this case,

to i^_00<i<00v(T'x) > 0 a.e.. However, the last condition is only suffi-

cient but not necessary for the existence of the ergodic Hubert transform when

ß(X) = cx>.

In the case p > 1 and ß{X) < oo, we consider the ergodic maximal operator

(1.2)

associated to the Césàro-averages

(1-3) Aj{x)

Mf{x) = suV\Anf\,

n-1

£/Cr'*)
i=0

and we show that condition Mv~ '(p~ \x) < oo a.e. implies the existence

of Hf(x) a.e. for each / e Lp(vdß) and moreover such a condition is also

necessary when 1 < p < 2.

In what follows, we will alway assume that T: X —* X is an invertible

measure preserving transformation, v is a positive measurable function and

H, M, An are the operators defined by (1.1 )-( 1.3), respectively. On the other

hand, throughout this paper, we denote by H* the ergodic maximal Hubert

transform

H*f(x) = sup
n>l

J2'fJTlx)

and by /* the ergodic maximal function

1
/   =   sup

n.m>0 n + m +
7 £ fiT'x)

Finally, we will consider two sets as equals if they agree up to a set of measure

zero.

2. The main result

Theorem 2.1. Let (X ,ÜJl,ß) be a finite measure space and 1 < p < 2.  The

following statements are equivalent:

(a) There exists Hf(x) a.e. for every f € Lp(vdß).

(b) H*f(x) < oo a.e. for every f e Lp(vdß).

(c) There exists a positive measurable function u such that for every f and

A>0

/ udß<X~p Í' \f\"vdß.
J{xeX: H'f(x)>k} JX

(d) inf^.^r'*) > 0 a.e.   if p = 1;  (îT1^-")» < oo a.e.   if

p>\.
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(e) inf¡>0v(Tix)>0 a.e. if p = 1 ; Mv~i/ip~l\x) < œ. a.e. if p>\.

Proof. It is clear that (a) implies (b) and (d) implies (e). On the other hand, (b)

implies (c) by Nikishin's theorem (see [2]). Then, it remains to prove (e) a* (a)

and (c) => (d).

Proof of (e) => (a). If p = 1, it follows from (e) that X = \Js>i Xs, where

Y = {x € X: supü_1(r'x) < 5}.
;>0

The Xs are absorbing sets, that is Xs c T~\XS), and, since //(X) < oo, we

have that the X are invariant sets, i.e., T(XS) = Xs. On the other hand, it is

easy to see that L\XS ,vdß) c L\XS ,ß) and thus (a) follows from this and

Cotlar's result.

Now, let p > 1 and a = v~l/<iP~l). Since limsup^^ Ana(x) < oo a.e., we

decompose X into the invariant sets Xs = {x e X: limsupn_>oo Ana(x) < s} .

For each positive integer TV let aN = min((7, N). Since aN e L (Xs, ft)

and ß(Xs) is finite, it follows from Birkhojf's ergodic theorem that there exists

an invariant function aN in L (Xs,ß) such that limfc_>00AkaN{x) = oN{x)

for almost every x in X . Moreover

/   aNdß= /   aNdß,
Jxs Jxs

since AT. is invariant. Therefore,

/   aNdß < I   lim sup Aka dß < sß(Xs).
J Xs JXs        k-tpo

Then, it follows from the Lebesgue's monotone convergence theorem that a G

L\Xs,ß).
On the other hand, Holder's inequality shows

Up / t \ Up'
j \f\dn<^f '¡ftwh    {Sxadfl)

where p is the conjugate exponent of p . Therefore, Lp{Xs, vdß) c L (Xs, ß)

and, thus, we obtain (a).

Proof of (c) a> (d). In order to prove this implication we will need the following

definition and the following Lemma proved in [4].

Definition 2.2. Let s be a positive integer. The measurable set B c X is the

base (with respect to T ) of an ergodic rectangle of length s if T- B C\TJB =

0.1 9e j,0 < i, j < s - 1. In such case, the set W. = Un</<j-i T*B will be

called ergodic rectangle with base B and length 5.

Lemma 2.3. Let Y be a measurable subset of X and let k be a positive integer.

Then, there exists a countable family {Bt ,iel+} of sets of finite measure such

that:
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(i)  Y = [)°°=0Br
(ii) BiDBJ = 0 ifi^j.
(iii) For every i, B¡ is the base of an ergodic rectangle of length s(i) < k

and such that if s(i) < k, then Ts^l'A — A for every measurable set A c Br

For every positive integer k let {B¡ k,i G Z} be the sequence given by

Lemma 2.3 for an integer sufficiently large, for example 4k, and the set X.

We consider X ~ Y u Z, where

00/ \

(2-4) ^=n    u  B,k)
k=\  \{i:s(i.k)=4k} J

and

(2.5) Z=U [J        Bik\.
k=\  \{i: s(i.k)<4k} J

First, we notice that inf_oo</<oo ̂ (T^'x) > 0 for almost every x in Z and,

therefore, (f_l/'(p_1))*(x) < 00 a.e.   x in' Z if p > 1, even if (c) does not

hold.
Let Bi k be a base of a rectangle with length s(i, k) < 4k for some integer

k. We have

(2.6) B, t = Il Dv       ; /.* VJ «1 .«2.nsUM •

(«1 .«2.»î(/.*))6Z**)

where

D -{x€5^:2ni <ü(x)<2",+1,2',2<ü(7x)<2"2+1,...,

2"5(,A| <u(rí('',í:)_1x)<2"s"A,+1}

By Lemma (2.3) we have that  Tî(',A:)^ = ^f where A = D„  „      .       and,

therefore for almost every x in A

inf    üír'x) > min{2ny, 1 < / < n... . J > 0.
-oo</<oo Jl' ,K;

Thus, by (2.5) and (2.6) we get inf_00<(<00 v(T'x) > 0 a.e. in Z.

Now, we will prove that condition (d) holds for almost every x in Y. We

may assume without loss of generality that u G L (ß) and u < v .

Let us fix a positive integer k and let B¡ k be a base of a rectangle with

length s(i", k) — 4k. If p = 1 we consider any subset is of B¡ k with positive

measure and any integer h . It is easy to see that if x G E and j is an integer

such that h + 1 < j < h + k, then H*xT>,E{TJx) > l/k , where Xt-a£ denotes

the characteristic function oi T E. Therefore, it follows from (c) that

(2.7) / M        udß<k        vdß
J\ I TiE JThE
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for every integer h . Since T preserves the measure, it follows from (2.7) that

/ Ak+lu(T x)dß{x) < / v(T x)dß(x)
Je Je

and, therefore, for a.e. x G B¡ k we have

h h
(2.8) Ak+lu(T x) < v(T x), for every integer h .

Now, it is easy to see that (2.8) holds for almost every x in Y and any k .

On the other hand, Birkhoff's ergodic theorem asserts that the averages Ak+l u

converge a.e. to a positive invariant function u0 . Thus, if we let k tend to

infinity in (2.8) we get 0 < u0(x) < v(T x), for a.e.   x in Y and any h,

which proves (d), in the case p = 1.

Now, we consider p > 1 and a = v~ l(p~ '. Then, for each integer r we

define

Ei ,k, = ix 6 Bt k : 2r+l < Aka(x) < 2r+2}

and for a measurable set E c Ei k r, with ß(E) > 0, let ÍH be the rectangle

with base E and length k, i.e., 9t = \J0<i<k_i T'E.

If / is a non-negative function with support in ÍH we have H*f(TJx) >

2~lAkf(x) for x e E and k < j < 2k - 1. Then, for / = crxm we obtain

2/fc-l

ß = (J T'E C{i6l: H\oXn)(x) > 2r)
j=k

and, consequently, it follows from (c) that 2rp fQudß < J^adß, that is,

. 2k-l . k-\

2rp /   £ u{Tix)dß{x) < / £<T(r'x)^(x).
Je i=k Je to

Therefore, by the definition of ^ k r we have

i (Aka(x))pAku(Tkx) dß(x) < 4p Í Aka(x) dß(x),

and, thus, we obtain that there exists a constant C such that for almost every

x in Bi k

{Aka{x))"-xAku{Tkx)<C,

and, therefore, for a.e. x in Y and every positive integer k .

On the other hand, since u G L (ß) and ß(X) < oo, we get

lim A,u(T x) > 0
i — oo      *

a.e. and, therefore, for almost every in Y there exists a real a(x) > 0 such

that for every positive integer k

(2.9) (Aka{x))p-[ <C/a(x).
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Let x > 2 and í an integer such that 2s     < x < 2s.  For each positive

It is obvious that we can obtain an inequality as (2.9) with T~ instead of

T. Therefore, we have a*(x) < oo a.e. in Y and, thus, the proof of Theorem

2.1 is complete.

Remarks. 1. In the case ß(X) = oo, condition (d), for p — 1, of Theorem

2.1 implies the existence of the ergodic Hubert transform, since the sets {x G

X: sup_oo<¡<oov~l(T'x) < s} are invariant and, then, it is enough to take

these sets instead of Xs in the proof of (e) =s> (a) in Theorem 2.1. However,

(a) does not imply (d), as the following example shows.

(2.10) Example. Let X be the set of the integers with the counting measure

ß, T the shift transformation Tk = k + 1 and v the function defined by

v(2") = v(-2") = l/n for every positive integer n and v{x) = 1 otherwise.

Let / be a nonnegative function in L (v dß). We define the function g

given by g{x) = f(x) if x — ±2" for some n and g{x) = 0 otherwise. Since

f — g is in Ll(ß) there exists H(f - g)(x) for every x . We will now prove

that Hg(x) also exists for every x .

Let x > 2

integer k let

. v-^ g(x + Í) -r-> g(x - Í)
**(*) = £    i      and W = £    i    •

í=l 1 = 1

We have that ak(x) — J2"j=s ¿?(2J)/(2J -x), for some integer n , and therefore

for every k

" ■ ■       i °°        i

^k(x) = E^JM2J)-J—<\\f\\lvdftJ2-^—<œ,
7=2 Z        X j=s L        X

which proves that the sequence {ak(x)} converges as k —► oo.

On the other hand, for k sufficiently large, bk (x) is dominated by a sum of

the type

£ g(2J)/(x - 2j) + £ g(-2J)/(x + 2J),
j=\ 7=1

for some positive integer n , and since

2 °°
£^(-^)/(x + 2^)< 11/11, v^£;/(x + 2J)< oo,
7=1 7=1

we obtain that {bk(x)} also converges as k —► oo.

Therefore, we get that there exists Hg(x) for x > 2. The existence for

x < 2 can be proved in a similar way. Thus, we conclude that Hf(x) exists

for every x and any feLl(vdß) but inf_oo</<oo ̂ (T^'jsc) = 0. Furthermore,

in this example, we have that inf/<0î;(r'x) = 0 and inf(>0 v(T'x) = 0, which

shows that condition " inf(<0 v(T'x) > 0 or inf/>0 v(T'x) > 0 " is not necessary

for the existence of the ergodic Hubert transform in the case ß(X) - oo.
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2. If the transformation T is ergodic, condition (d) and (e) of Theorem

2.1, in the case p = 1, become that i/v e L°°, since the function u(x) =

inf_oo<(<oo v(T'x) is invariant and, therefore, essentially constant. In this case,

the proof of (e) => (a) is trivial since the inclusion Lp(vdß) c L (ß) is

obvious. If T is ergodic and p > 1, conditions (d) and (e) reduce to saying

that a — v~l'^p~1' G L\ß), since if (e) holds, then X agrees with some

invariant set X — {x € X: limsupn^ooAna(x) < s} and, on the other hand,

a G L1 (Xs, ß), as we saw in the proof of (e) =*> (a). Moreover, if T is ergodic

and the measure space is nonatomic, then the set Z defined in (2.5) is empty,

since it follows easily from Lemma 2.3 that, for every positive integer k, the

set X can be written as a countable union of bases of rectangles of length 4k

(see Corollary 2.12 in [4]).

3. In the case p > 1, the proofs of (e) =>■ (a) and (c) => (d) do not use that

p < 2. The condition p < 2 is only used in implication (b) =>■ (c), when we

apply Nikishin's theorem. Thus, we leave as an open problem to see whether

or not condition (a) implies conditions (d) when p > 2. On the other hand,

the result (e) =>• (a) can be extended to the context of Orlicz spaces.

We consider an N'-function <f>, that is, a function <j>(s) — /J (p where

<p: [0,oo) —► R is continuous from the right, nondecreasing such that <p(s) >

0,s > 0, <p(0) = 0 and <p(s) —> oo for s —> oo, and, associated to 4>, we con-

sider the Orlicz class LAß) - {f eWl: fx(f>(\f\)dß < oo} , where Wl denotes

the space of measurable and a.e. finite functions from X to R (or to C).

Thus, if <f)(s) — sp ,p> 1, then L^ß) = Lp{ß).

Associated to <p we have p: [0,oo) —> R defined by p(t) = sup{s: <p(s) < t}

(the generalized inverse function of <p ), which has the same aforementioned

properties of <p. Then, the /V-function y/ defined by y/{i) = f0 p is called

the complementary N-function of <f>. Thus, if 4>(s) = p~ sp, p > 1, then

(f/(t) = q~ tp   where p   is the conjugate exponent of p.

Young's inequality asserts that st < 4>(s) + y/(t) for s, t > 0, equality holding

if t = <p(s) or else 5 = p(t). (See 11-13 in [7].)

Then, the proof of (e) => (a), in the case p > 1, can be easily adapted,

taking a = p(\/v) instead of a = v~xl(p~X), in the following way:

We consider X = {x g X: limsupfl_>oo^n(j(x) < s) and we obtain that

a G L (X ,ß) using the same arguments used there. On the other hand, taking

into account Young's inequality and the equality cases in this inequality, we

have

[ \f\dß< f </>(\f\)vdn+ [  ¥{\/v)vdß< f cf>(\f\)vdß+ f adß
J xs Jxs Jxs Jx, J xs

and therefore we obtain L,(Xs,vdß) c Ll(Xs,ß). Thus, we conclude that

// (X, Wl, ß) is a finite measure space and <f> an N-function, the condition

Mp(l/v)(x) < oo a.e. implies that Hf(x) exists a.e. for every f G L^{v dß).
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We remark that, if T is ergodic, the condition Mp(\/v)(x) < oo a.e. becomes

that p(l/v)eLl(ß).

4. The characterizations of the positive functions v for which the Cesàro-

averages Anf converge a.e. for every / in Lp(vdß) are studied in [5] for

p — 1 and in [6] for 1 < p < oo, with T not necessarily invertible and

assuming ß(X) < oo. The characterizing conditions are precisely the conditions

included in (e) of Theorem 2.1. Therefore, we have the following corollary:

Corollary 2.11. Let (X,Wl,ß) be a finite measure space and l<p<2. Then,

Hf(x) exists a.e. for every f g Lp(v dß) if and only if, the Cesaro-averages

Anf converge a.e. for every f g Lp(v dß).

The above result was proved in [3] for unitary operators (not necessarily

positive) acting on L . Corollary 2.12 is also closely related to the following

result, obtained by Wos in [9].

Theorem. Let (X,Wl,ß) be a finite measure space and T an ergodic invertible

measure preserving transformation from X into itself. If f is a measurable

function such that the averages Anf converge a.e., then, the ergodic Hubert

transform Hf(x) exists a.e.

Our result is similar to Wos' but as far as we know the converse of this

theorem is an open problem. Of course, there are at least two more differences:

the transformation in the paper of Wos is ergodic but he assumes the existence

of the limit for a single function and not for all the functions in a certain class

Lp(vdß) as we do.
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